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Philosophers of the Warring States is an anthology of new translations of essential readings from the classic texts of early Chinese
philosophy, informed by the latest scholarship. It includes the Analects of Confucius, Meng Zi (Mencius), Xun Zi, Mo Zi, Lao Zi (Dao De Jing),
Zhuang Zi, and Han Fei Zi, as well as short chapters on the Da Xue and the Zhong Yong. Pedagogically organized, this book offers
philosophically sophisticated annotations and commentaries as well as an extensive glossary explaining key philosophical concepts in detail.
The translations aim to be true to the originals yet accessible, with the goal of opening up these rich and subtle philosophical texts to modern
readers without prior training in Chinese thought.
China, the world's oldest and most populous state, remains an enigma to most people in the West, even at a time when that country is
playing an increasingly prominent role on the international stage. At the heart of modern Chinese history have been the efforts of the Chinese
people to transform their polity into a modern nation state, the Confucian orthodoxy into an ideology that can help direct that process, and an
agrarian economy into an industrial one. These efforts are ongoing and of great importance. This book is both an introduction to the major
features of modern Chinese history and a resource for researchers interested in virtually any topic relating to the Chinese experience of the
last 220 years. This valuable reference contains: a historical narrative providing a comprehensive overview of five core aspects of Chinese
history: domestic politics, society, the economy, the world of culture and thought, and relations with the outside world; a compendium of 250
short, descriptive articles on key figures, events, and terms; a resource guide containing approximately 500 annotated entries for the most
authoritative sources for further research in English, as well as descriptions of important films depicting modern China and a guide to
electronic resources; and appendices, including a chronology, excerpts from key primary source documents, and a wealth of tables and
graphs on demographic, social, and economic trends.
World History: Cultures, States, and Societies to 1500 offers a comprehensive introduction to the history of humankind from prehistory to
1500. Authored by six USG faculty members with advance degrees in History, this textbook offers up-to-date original scholarship. It covers
such cultures, states, and societies as Ancient Mesopotamia, Ancient Israel, Dynastic Egypt, India's Classical Age, the Dynasties of China,
Archaic Greece, the Roman Empire, Islam, Medieval Africa, the Americas, and the Khanates of Central Asia. It includes 350 high-quality
images and maps, chronologies, and learning questions to help guide student learning. Its digital nature allows students to follow links to
applicable sources and videos, expanding their educational experience beyond the textbook. It provides a new and free alternative to
traditional textbooks, making World History an invaluable resource in our modern age of technology and advancement.
"Political Warfare provides a well-researched and wide-ranging overview of the nature of the People's Republic of China (PRC) threat and the
political warfare strategies, doctrines, and operational practices used by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The author offers detailed and
illuminating case studies of PRC political warfare operations designed to undermine Thailand, a U.S. treaty ally, and Taiwan, a close friend"-NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW #READWITHJENNA BOOK CLUB PICK! • The moving story of an undocumented
child living in poverty in the richest country in the world—an incandescent debut from an astonishing new talent “Heartrending, unvarnished,
and powerfully courageous, this account of growing up undocumented in America will never leave you." —Gish Jen, author of The Resisters In
Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo, translates directly to “beautiful country.” Yet when seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York City in
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1994 full of curiosity, she is overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity. In China, Qian’s parents were professors; in America, her family is
“illegal” and it will require all the determination and small joys they can muster to survive. In Chinatown, Qian’s parents labor in sweatshops.
Instead of laughing at her jokes, they fight constantly, taking out the stress of their new life on one another. Shunned by her classmates and
teachers for her limited English, Qian takes refuge in the library and masters the language through books, coming to think of The Berenstain
Bears as her first American friends. And where there is delight to be found, Qian relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza, weekly
“shopping days,” when Qian finds small treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn’s streets, and a magical Christmas visit to Rockefeller
Center—confirmation that the New York City she saw in movies does exist after all. But then Qian’s headstrong Ma Ma collapses, revealing
an illness that she has kept secret for months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor’s visit. As Ba Ba retreats further inward, Qian has
little to hold onto beyond his constant refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were born here, that you’ve always lived here. Inhabiting her
childhood perspective with exquisite lyric clarity and unforgettable charm and strength, Qian Julie Wang has penned an essential American
story about a family fracturing under the weight of invisibility, and a girl coming of age in the shadows, who never stops seeking the light.
Afterlives of Chinese Communism comprises essays from over fifty world- renowned scholars in the China field, from various disciplines and
continents. It provides an indispensable guide for understanding how the Mao era continues to shape Chinese politics today. Each chapter
discusses a concept or practice from the Mao period, what it attempted to do, and what has become of it since. The authors respond to the
legacy of Maoism from numerous perspectives to consider what lessons Chinese communism can offer today, and whether there is a future
for the egalitarian politics that it once promised.

The war in Georgia. Tensions with Ukraine and other nearby countries. Moscow's bid to consolidate its "zone of
privileged interests" among the Commonwealth of Independent States. These volatile situations all raise questions about
the nature of and prospects for Russia's relations with its neighbors. In this book, Carnegie scholar Dmitri Trenin argues
that Moscow needs to drop the notion of creating an exclusive power center out of the post-Soviet space. Like other
former European empires, Russia will need to reinvent itself as a global player and as part of a wider community. Trenin's
vision of Russia is an open Euro-Pacific country that is savvy in its use of soft power and fully reconciled with its former
borderlands and dependents. He acknowledges that this scenario may sound too optimistic but warns that the alternative
is not a new version of the historic empire but instead is the ultimate marginalization of Russia.
This is a collection of 46 essays by specialists in Asian literature, who offer a wide range of possibilities for introducing
Asian literature to English-speaking students. It is intended to help in promoting multicultural education.
Awareness has been growing in the United States - and in nations around the world - that the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) has triggered a new era of great-power competition. Yet few discern the pattern in China's inroads within every
region of the world, much less the specific form of dominance to which the party aspires.The CCP aims not merely at
preeminence within the established world order - an order that is grounded in free and sovereign nation-states, flows
from the universal principles on which America was founded, and advances U.S. national interests -but to fundamentally
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revise world order, placing the People's Republic of China (PRC) at the center and serving Beijing's authoritarian goals
and hegemonic ambitions.In the face of the China challenge, the United States must secure freedom.China is a
challenge because of its conduct. Modeled on 20th-century Marxist-Leninist dictatorship, the CCP eventually spurred
rapid modernization and produced prodigious economic growth - thanks in no small measure to the party's decision in the
late 1970s to embrace free-market elements and to the decision by the United States and nations around the world to
engage, and welcome commerce with, China. The party today wields its economic power to co-opt and coerce countries
around the world; make the societies and politics of foreign nations more accommodating to CCP specifications; and
reshape international organizations in line with China's brand of socialism. At the same time, the CCP is developing a
world-class military to rival and eventually surpass the U.S. military. These actions enable the CCP to credibly pursue the
quest - proceeding outward through the Indo-Pacific region and encompassing the globe - to achieve "national
rejuvenation" culminating in the transformation of the international order.To understand China's peculiar form of
authoritarianism and the hegemonic goals to which it gives rise, it is necessary to grasp the intellectual sources from
which China's conduct springs: the CCP's Marxist-Leninist beliefs and the party's extreme interpretation of Chinese
nationalism.
Photographs and artwork chronicle three thousand years of Chinese history, from the earliest dynasty to the twentieth
century, and examine some of the contributions China has made to the world.
Crises and end time expectations are closely linked to one another. The present volume collates interdisciplinary
research from specialists in the study of apocalyptic and eschatological subjects worldwide and overcomes the existing
Euro-centrism by incorporating a broader perspective.
To explore what extended competition between the United States and China might entail out to 2050, the authors of this
report identified and characterized China’s grand strategy, analyzed its component national strategies (diplomacy,
economics, science and technology, and military affairs), and assessed how successful China might be at implementing
these over the next three decades.
For more than a century, no US adversary or coalition of adversaries - not Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, or the Soviet
Union - has ever reached sixty percent of US GDP. China is the sole exception, and it is fast emerging into a global
superpower that could rival, if not eclipse, the United States. What does China want, does it have a grand strategy to
achieve it, and what should the United States do about it? In The Long Game, Rush Doshi draws from a rich base of
Chinese primary sources, including decades worth of party documents, leaked materials, memoirs by party leaders, and
a careful analysis of China's conduct to provide a history of China's grand strategy since the end of the Cold War. Taking
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readers behind the Party's closed doors, he uncovers Beijing's long, methodical game to displace America from its
hegemonic position in both the East Asia regional and global orders through three sequential "strategies of
displacement." Beginning in the 1980s, China focused for two decades on "hiding capabilities and biding time." After the
2008 Global Financial Crisis, it became more assertive regionally, following a policy of "actively accomplishing
something." Finally, in the aftermath populist elections of 2016, China shifted to an even more aggressive strategy for
undermining US hegemony, adopting the phrase "great changes unseen in century." After charting how China's long
game has evolved, Doshi offers a comprehensive yet asymmetric plan for an effective US response. Ironically, his
proposed approach takes a page from Beijing's own strategic playbook to undermine China's ambitions and strengthen
American order without competing dollar-for-dollar, ship-for-ship, or loan-for-loan.
Established in 221 BCE, the Chinese empire lasted for 2,132 years before being replaced by the Republic of China in
1912. During its two millennia, the empire endured internal wars, foreign incursions, alien occupations, and devastating
rebellions--yet fundamental institutional, sociopolitical, and cultural features of the empire remained intact. The
Everlasting Empire traces the roots of the Chinese empire's exceptional longevity and unparalleled political durability,
and shows how lessons from the imperial past are relevant for China today. Yuri Pines demonstrates that the empire
survived and adjusted to a variety of domestic and external challenges through a peculiar combination of rigid ideological
premises and their flexible implementation. The empire's major political actors and neighbors shared its fundamental
ideological principles, such as unity under a single monarch--hence, even the empire's strongest domestic and foreign
foes adopted the system of imperial rule. Yet details of this rule were constantly negotiated and adjusted. Pines shows
how deep tensions between political actors including the emperor, the literati, local elites, and rebellious commoners
actually enabled the empire's basic institutional framework to remain critically vital and adaptable to ever-changing
sociopolitical circumstances. As contemporary China moves toward a new period of prosperity and power in the twentyfirst century, Pines argues that the legacy of the empire may become an increasingly important force in shaping the
nation's future trajectory.
In 221 bc the First Emperor of Qin unified the lands that would become the heart of a Chinese empire. Though forged by
conquest, this vast domain depended for its political survival on a fundamental reshaping of Chinese culture. With this
informative book, we are present at the creation of an ancient imperial order whose major features would endure for two
millennia. The Qin and Han constitute the "classical period" of Chinese history--a role played by the Greeks and Romans
in the West. Mark Edward Lewis highlights the key challenges faced by the court officials and scholars who set about
governing an empire of such scale and diversity of peoples. He traces the drastic measures taken to transcend, without
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eliminating, these regional differences: the invention of the emperor as the divine embodiment of the state; the
establishment of a common script for communication and a state-sponsored canon for the propagation of Confucian
ideals; the flourishing of the great families, whose domination of local society rested on wealth, landholding, and
elaborate kinship structures; the demilitarization of the interior; and the impact of non-Chinese warrior-nomads in setting
the boundaries of an emerging Chinese identity. The first of a six-volume series on the history of imperial China, The
Early Chinese Empires illuminates many formative events in China's long history of imperialism--events whose residual
influence can still be discerned today.
At no time in American history has an understanding of the role and the art of diplomacy in international relations been
more essential than it is today. Both the history of U.S. diplomatic relations and the current U.S. foreign policy in the
twenty-first century are major topics of study and interest across the nation and around the world. Spanning the entire
history of American diplomacy—from the First Continental Congress to the war on terrorism to the foreign policy goals of
the twenty-first century—Guide to U.S. Foreign Policy traces not only the growth and development of diplomatic policies
and traditions but also the shifts in public opinion that shape diplomatic trends. This comprehensive, two-volume
reference shows how the United States gained “the strength of a giant” and also analyzes key world events that have
determined the United States’ changing relations with other nations. The two volumes’ structure makes the key
concepts and issues accessible to researchers: The set is broken up into seven parts that feature 40 topical and
historical chapters in which expert writers cover the diplomatic initiatives of the United States from colonial times through
the present day. Volume II’s appendix showcases an A-to-Z handbook of diplomatic terms and concepts, organizations,
events, and issues in American foreign policy. The appendix also includes a master bibliography and a list of presidents;
secretaries of state, war, and defense; and national security advisers and their terms of service. This unique reference
highlights the changes in U.S. diplomatic policy as government administrations and world events influenced national
decisions. Topics include imperialism, economic diplomacy, environmental diplomacy, foreign aid, wartime negotiations,
presidential influence, NATO and its role in the twenty-first century, and the response to terrorism. Additional featured
topics include the influence of the American two-party system, the impact of U.S. elections, and the role of the United
States in international organizations. Guide to U.S. Foreign Policy is the first comprehensive reference work in this field
that is both historical and thematic. This work is of immense value for researchers, students, and others studying foreign
policy, international relations, and U.S history. ABOUT THE EDITORS Robert J. McMahon is the Ralph D. Mershon
Professor of History in the Mershon Center for International Security Studies at The Ohio State University. He is a leading
historian of American diplomatic history and is author of several books on U.S. foreign relations. Thomas W. Zeiler is
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professor of history and international affairs at the University of Colorado at Boulder and is the executive editor of the
journal Diplomatic History.
International scholars and sinologists discuss culture, economic growth, social change, political processes, and foreign
influences in China since the earliest pre-dynastic period.
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become one of the treasures of historical writing
since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book
is available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the best-known art historian of his time, and
his text suggests illustrations on every page. This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the pellucid
humanity of his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two
hundred illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge
from the text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the
text is reset in a spacious format, flowing around illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs,
and symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade
design, fine paper, and classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account
of human history.
How do contemporary generations come to terms with losses inflicted by imperialism, colonialism, and war that took place decades ago?
How do descendants of perpetrators and victims establish new relations in today’s globalized economy? With Inheritance of Loss, Yukiko
Koga approaches these questions through the unique lens of inheritance, focusing on Northeast China, the former site of the Japanese
puppet state Manchukuo, where municipal governments now court Japanese as investors and tourists. As China transitions to a marketoriented society, this region is restoring long-neglected colonial-era structures to boost tourism and inviting former colonial industries to create
special economic zones, all while inadvertently unearthing chemical weapons abandoned by the Imperial Japanese Army at the end of World
War II. Inheritance of Loss chronicles these sites of colonial inheritance––tourist destinations, corporate zones, and mustard gas exposure
sites––to illustrate attempts by ordinary Chinese and Japanese to reckon with their shared yet contested pasts. In her explorations of
everyday life, Koga directs us to see how the violence and injustice that occurred after the demise of the Japanese Empire compound the
losses that later generations must account for, and inevitably inherit.
Investigating the discovery of an extraordinary map of China in Oxford's Bodleian Library that was delivered in 1659 by Mr. Selden, the author
travels halfway around the world to reveal unexpected historical connections that offer insight into the power and meaning a single map can
hold.
Using the concept of boundaries, physical and cultural, to understand the development of China’s maritime southeast in late Imperial times,
and its interactions across maritime East Asia and the broader Asian Seas, these linked essays by a senior scholar in the field challenge the
usual readings of Chinese history from the centre. After an opening essay which positions China’s southeastern coast within a broader view
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of maritime Asia, the first section of the book looks at boundaries, between “us” and “them”, Chinese and other, during this period. The
second section looks at the challenges to such rigid demarcations posed by the state and existed in the status quo. The third section
discusses movements of people, goods and ideas across national borders and cultural boundaries, seeing tradition and innovation as two
contesting forces in a constant state of interaction, compromise and reconciliation. This approach underpins a fresh understanding of China’s
boundaries and the distinctions that separate China from the rest of the world. In developing this theme, Ng Chin-keong draws on many years
of writing and research in Chinese and European archives. Of interest to students of migration, of Chinese history, and of the long term
perspective on relations between China and its region, Ng’s analysis provides a crucial background to the historical shared experience of the
people in Asian maritime zones. The result is a novel way of approaching Chinese history, argued from the perspective of a fresh
understanding of China’s relations with neighbouring territories and the populations residing there, and of the nature of tradition and its
persistence in the face of changing circumstances.
“If you are curious and open to the life around you, if you are troubled as to why, how and by whom political power is held and used, if you
sense there must be good intellectual reasons for your unease, if your curiosity and openness drive you toward wishing to act with others, to
‘do something,’ you already have much in common with the writers of the three essays in this book.” — Adrienne Rich With a preface by
Adrienne Rich, Manifesto presents the radical vision of four famous young rebels: Marx and Engels’ Communist Manifesto, Rosa
Luxemburg’s Reform or Revolution and Che Guevara’s Socialism and Humanity.
This volume explores the history of China between the Mongol reunification of China in 1279 under the Yuan dynasty and the Manchu
invasion four centuries later, explaining how climate changes profoundly affected the empire during this period. The Mongol takeover in the
1270s changed the course of Chinese history. The Confucian empire, a millennium and a half in the making, was suddenly thrust under
foreign occupation. What China had been before its reunification as the Yuan dynasty in 1279 was no longer what it would be in the future.
Four centuries later, another wave of steppe invaders would replace the Ming dynasty with yet another foreign occupation.
In Rana Mitter's tense, moving and hugely important book, the war between China and Japan - one of the most important struggles of the
Second World War - at last gets the masterly history it deserves Different countries give different opening dates for the period of the Second
World War, but perhaps the most compelling is 1937, when the 'Marco Polo Bridge Incident' plunged China and Japan into a conflict of
extraordinary duration and ferocity - a war which would result in many millions of deaths and completely reshape East Asia in ways which we
continue to confront today. With great vividness and narrative drive Rana Mitter's new book draws on a huge range of new sources to
recreate this terrible conflict. He writes both about the major leaders (Chiang Kaishek, Mao Zedong and Wang Jingwei) and about the
ordinary people swept up by terrible times. Mitter puts at the heart of our understanding of the Second World War that it was Japan's failure to
defeat China which was the key dynamic for what happened in Asia. Reviews: 'A remarkable story, told with humanity and intelligence; all
historians of the second world war will be in Mitter's debt ... [he] explores this complex politics with remarkable clarity and economy ... No one
could ask for a better guide than Mitter to how [the rise of modern China] began in the cauldron of the Chinese war' Richard Overy, Guardian
'Rana Mitter's history of the Sino-Japanese War is not only a very important book, it also has a wonderful clarity of thought and prose which
make it a pleasure to read' Antony Beevor 'The best study of China's war with Japan written in any language ... comprehensive, thoroughly
based on research, and totally non-partisan. Above all, the book presents a moving account of the Chinese people's incredible suffering ... A
must read for anyone interested in the origins of China's contribution to the making of today's world' Akira Iriye About the author: Rana Mitter
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is Professor of the History and Politics of Modern China at the University of Oxford and a Fellow of St Cross College. He is the author of A
Bitter Revolution: China's Struggle with the Modern World. He is a regular presenter of Night Waves on Radio 3.

The history of China is a history of warfare. Rarely in its 3,000-year existence has the country not been beset by war,
rebellion, or raids. Warfare was a primary source of innovation, social evolution, and material progress in the Legendary
Era, Hsia dynasty, and Shang dynasty--indeed, war was the force that formed the first cohesive Chinese empire, setting
China on a trajectory of state building and aggressive activity that continues to this day. In Ancient Chinese Warfare, a
preeminent expert on Chinese military history uses recently recovered documents and archaeological findings to
construct a comprehensive guide to the developing technologies, strategies, and logistics of ancient Chinese militarism.
The result is a definitive look at the tools and methods that won wars and shaped culture in ancient China.
The author's photographs from 1947 Shanghai express the brutality, confusion, and tumult of a country on the verge of
major change, capturing the beggars, street executions, refugees, prostitutes, and ordinary people who made this city a
spectacular locale for photo-journalists during the revolution. (History)
"Does what it sets out to do and serves as a Chinese history text teenagers might actually read." —Asian Review of Books
on Division to Unification in Imperial China The fourth volume in the Understanding China Through Comics series covers
the stunningly productive Ming dynasty and its fall to the Manchus under the Qing, the last Chinese dynasty. The book
also addresses Wang Yangming's School of Mind and the painful process of modernization and conflict with the West
and Japan, including the Opium Wars and the Boxer Rebellion. Includes timeline. Jing Liu is a Beijing- and Davis,
CA–based designer and entrepreneur who uses his artistry to tell the story of China.
This new edition of the classic history of modern China from the seventeenth century to the present is now updated to
explore the future of China after the collapse of communism in the rest of the world. In one entirely new and two revised
chapters, Hs "u
First published in 1937. The Book of Songs is a collection of ancient Chinese songs, dating from 800 to 600 B.C. Until
this was published in 1937 it had not been translated into English since the middle of nineteenth century, when sinology
was still in its infancy. For the first time the original meaning of 290 out of the 305 songs is given, use being made of the
advances in the study of old Chinese. The result is not merely a clear picture of early Chinese life, but also the restoration
to its proper place in world literature of one of the finest collection of traditional songs.
This third edition of the OECD Style Guide is designed to help draft and organise published material so that readers can
easily navigate, understand and access OECD analysis, statistics and information.
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